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Abstract  

The main objective of this thesis is to see if principles of design, from the 
gestalt theory, could be associated with personality traits and represent 
progress on an avatar in the game of Spawn.  The game includes seven 
personality traits, and all of them are fully leveled up as you complete the 
avatar.  

The methodology was based in the gestalt theory, concepts from sociology, 
and visual stereotypes and associations. The thesis looks at the correlation 
between elements of design and human body language, and were tested 
during the Spawn game mechanic test sessions. The tests resulted in an 
avatar concept where three out of the seven traits of Spawn could be 
associated to the principles of design.  

The tests are limited  to affect the body posture of the avatar to maintain the 
option of customization in future Spawn concepts. Further work could benefit 
from working with the whole composition (avatar and background) to 
visualize all the principles of design and association to personality.    

 

Sammanfattning  

Detta examensarbete undersöker om de visuella principerna av organisation 

från gestaltningsteorin kan användas till att visualisera personlighetsdrag i en 

avatar. Arbetet utfördes i samband med Spawns spelmekaniktester, och 

undersöker alternativ till hur en avatar kan visuellt utvecklas utav att samla på 

sig spelets sju personlighetsdrag.  

 

Undersökningar som genomfördes i skolklass grundades i gestaltningsteorin, 

koncept från sociologi, och visuella stereotyper och associationer. Efter prövning 

om samband mellan bildelements beteende kontra en människas kroppsspråk, 

samt respons från elever, så skapades ett avatarkoncept där tre utav de sju 

personligheterna kunde associeras till principerna av organisation.  

 

Arbetet limiterades till att påverka kroppshållning hos avataren, för att behålla 

alternativet till individuell anpassning i framtida spel. Vidare arbete kan 

undersöka om hela kompositionen (avatar och bakgrund) kan utnyttjas för att 

visualisera de olika principerna av organisation, samt knytas till 

personlighetsdrag.   
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1 Introduction  
 
In 2014, Caroline Graeske and Stefan Lundström released their publication of 
“Näsa för att läsa, känsla för att glänsa”1. The article discusses the introduction of 
games in the Swedish school curriculum, aiming to raise the ambition level and 
motivation of students in year 7 to 92. They’ve since taken steps toward 
gamification of the idea and named it Spawn, after the act of spawning in a virtual 
world.   
  

The game concept revolves around an avatar which will represent the student’s 
progress. Literary texts will be delivered as missions, and for every mission 
accomplished the student gains experience in the form of character trait points. 
These character traits bring your avatar closer towards becoming a complete 
person.   
  

To raise cognition of character perspective, Spawn wants this avatar to grow 
differently depending on the traits they earn. With seven traits to represent, each 
should be able to transform the avatar separately but also work together with 
other traits. Therefore, we need to look at how a personality trait can be 
represented visually on an avatar.  

1.1 Question Formulation  
Can the principles of design be used to describe personality traits in an avatar?  

1.2 Purpose  

To see if the principles of design from the gestalt theory can represent personality 
traits and motivate which of these that could describe the avatar traits of Spawn.   

1.3 Limitations  
• The avatar will not be in 3D. 

• It will retain a human silhouette rendered as a stylized digital illustration.  

• Will not investigate stereotypical associations of personality traits.  

• Won’t change the mass of the avatar but retain solid drawing.2 

  

                                                        
1 Roughly translated into:” Keen nose for reading, esteem to shine” 
2 A principle from The 12 Principles of Animation, Disney Animation Studios 
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2 Theory  

2.1 Avatars  

Definition and usability  
When a user accesses virtual space, their actions must be represented in that 
space. According to Ahn, Fox, and Bailenson, any form of representation of a user’s 
entity, their presence, can be considered an avatar 3 , but in Peter Bayliss’s 
publication Beings in the Game-world (2002) he claims that there are different 
locuses of manipulation of which the avatar is one among other. On this list we 
also find characters, cursors and text-based interfaces.  
 
A character and avatar are objects which may occasionally get lumped together 
under the same definition, but an avatar is more like a vehicle. It’s a type of 
equipment which is “functionally embodied as a set of capabilities and limitations, 
rather than personality”. A character, however, is a separately embodied entity, 
who’s fully independent and could speak with autonomy from the user/audience4.  
  

Historically, the word avatar has been around for a long time. It’s derived from the 
Sanskrit word avatarah, translating into descent, and refers to the incarnation of 
a Hindu god in the human world.5 Avatars as a digital concept originated around 
the 1980’s, in time with the first virtual worlds 6 . Users wrote code inputs in 
mmorpg7 game engines and, depending on the input, they could gain or lose e.g. 
in-game resources. Like the Hindu gods were reincarnated in our world, a 
representation of the user spawns in a virtual reality.   
  
The first company to produce a graphic based commercial virtual community was 
LucasFilm with their game Habitat in 1985. Users controlled their avatar to 
explore the regions in the world of Habitat and socialized with co-players.8  

2.1.1 Field of application  

Existing avatars  

If you google “game avatars” the result will show portrait-like, square images of 
fictional characters. These images are there to represent a user’s presence in the 
game. Sometimes these have been provided by the platform, such as in a game 
lobby or on a social media site. Some platforms provide the option to upload an 
image from the user’s personal library. 
  
The avatar is not required to be a static image. It could be e.g. an animation, or 
interactive. The animated version of an avatar can be found in Nintendo’s Wii 
console (2006), and the Xbox console (avatar creation released in 2008 on Xbox  

                                                        
3 Sun Joo Ahn, Jesse Fox, and Jeremy N. Bailenson. 2011. Leadership in Science and Technology: A  

Reference Handbook, SAGE Publications, pp.695-702  
4 Peter Bayliss. 2002. Beings in the Game-world: Characters, Avatars, and Players.  
5 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/avatar   
6 R.A. Bartle. 2003. Designing Virtual Worlds. New Riders  
7 Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game  
8 Run Issue 32 1986   

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/avatar
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/avatar
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360 and follows over on Xbox One). Both platforms offer the player to personalize 
a 3D avatar with traits like height, width, hairstyle and facial features. 

2.2 The fundamentals of art  

Graphic expression  

An image is space limited by its set dimensions. The space can contain varying 
density of content. Graphic expression is how you organize the space within the 
image.  
 
The Gestalt theory of Visual Perception is the most widely accepted study in how 
the space can be used.9 It was founded by Maximilian Warhoffs in 1910,10 and 
centers on that humans inherently look for order and relationship between 
various components to form a greater image, a joint silhouette of all its parts. The 
components of the image are referred to as elements, and the different ways of 
organizing the elements are referred to as gestalt, categorized into the principles 
of design.  
  

Changing position of an element has no effect on its identity. If a circle is first at 
the top of the image and then moved to the bottom, it will remain a circle. Gestalt 
is the organization of an image. By removing an element from our image, we affect 
the organization and therefor the identity of the gestalt.  

2.2.1 Design elements  

The components of art  

The seven elements of gestalt are line, shape, form, space, value, color and texture. 
A line is the space between two points and has three parameters: direction, 
thickness and type11.  A curved line is perceived as less aggressive than a straight 
line. A shape, called the two-dimensional building blocks of art, are lines which 
connect. It’s “an area distinguished from its surroundings by an outer edge or 
boundary” 12 . Shapes arranged in relation to each other can represent form 
(volume), and by doing so create the illusion of depth, despite being rendered on 
a 2D surface.  

 

  

                                                        
9 Hashimoto, Alan and Clayton, Mike. 2009. Visual Design Fundamentals, A Digital Approach, Third 
Edition. 3. Cengage Learning.  
10 Behrens, Roy. 1998. Art, Design and Gestalt Theory. Leonardo, Vol 31, No. 4 pp 299-303. The 
MIT Press  
11 Hashimoto, Alan and Clayton, Mike. 2009. Visual Design Fundamentals, A Digital Approach, 

Third Edition. 3. Cengage Learning.  
12 G. Ocvirk, Otto., E. Stinson, Robert., R. Wigg, Philip., O. Bone, Robert and L. Clayton, David. 2013. 

Art Fundamentals, Theory and Practice. 12. McGraw Hill.  
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The last three elements of design describe the shading properties of figure and 
ground. These are value, color and texture. Value is a scale of dark to light 
described achromatically, from black to white. Some images use the whole 
spectrum between dark to light which is perceived as high contrast. Images which 
use only part of the spectrum have less variation of value and will therefor appear 
of less contrast, and subtler.   
  

Color is a property of light, either emitted or reflected. Traditional art uses 
pigments to reflect specific light rays and is referred to as the subtractive method 
of mixing color. When light is emitted its referred to as additive, used on computer 
screens to produce color. Every color is of a hue, has a degree of saturation and is 
simultaneously a value. This is abbreviated into HSV or HSB, where “B” refers to  
 

value as brightness. A color’s perceived HSV can change in the context of other 
colors, making a dull blue spot seem less saturated on a green background, and 
more intense on a red. This is called simultaneous contrast.  

 

The surface quality of an object is referred to as texture and appeals to our sense 
of touch. There are two types of texture, tactile and implied. Tactile texture can be 
physically touched and felt, while implied texture gives the illusion of a surface 
quality and lets us predict the feeling of it. This can be achieved e.g. by mimicking 
how light would scatter over a surface.  

2.2.2 Principles of design  

The organization of elements  
When something happened by design, the result has been planned, organized to 
look the way it does. To design is the opposite of letting something happen by 
chance. The principles of design are the foundation of how we visually organize 
visual data into a unified gestalt. This means that when we use the principles of 
design, we’re trying to visually unify our components.   

  

Harmony links elements by making them visually related. It 
expresses the idea of things belonging together. This can be 
done by repetition, rhythm, pattern, closure and visual 
linking.   
  
Figure 1 Artist - Paul Manes
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Variety causes visual separation of elements into individual 
areas of interest. It can be created by contrast of elements 
and by elaboration. Too much variety will result in a chaotic 
image, with no sense of where to look, making it 
uncomfortable to view. However, without any variety an 
image can become boring. Artists therefor strive to balance 
the amount of harmony and variety in an image.  
  
 Figure 2 Artist - Nancy Graves

  
   

  

Proportion uses comparison in the image to describe the 
scale of objects. By using something of a known size, like an 
average person the artist can describe the scale of 
unknown objects in the scene.    
  
Figure 3 Artist - Leonardo Da Vinci

  

 

 

   

  

Balance of an image is impacted by a fulcrum of balance 
which we pick up by   
Gravity has such a huge impact on our lives that we pick up 
on it visually.  
Figure 4 Artist - Laszlo Maholy Nagy

   
  

 A composition can use symmetrical design, where our shape 
is mirrored over a centered axis. We can also make the shape 
visual different, but still maintain balance over a centered 
axis. A radial balance radiates from a central point of the 

composition. An asymmetrical balance can have its  
visual center of balance in any position inside the composition, and opposing 
forces are used to balance each other out.   

  

Domination creates a visual hierarchy in the image. The 
viewer won’t be able to take in the whole image at once, and 
so the artist uses domination to create a visual hierarchy, 
organizing the components after visual intensity in the 
composition.   
  
Figure 5 Artist - Poteet Victory
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Movement can also be used to lead the eye through a 
composition. Direction of lines are set up so that the viewers 
can follow a track across the image, seeing everything in a 
defined order. Movement is also important when trying to 
keep the viewer’s eye within the composition. It’s used to 
avoid the eye being lead into corners of the composition, or 
sooner or later outside of it.  
  
 Figure 6 Artist - Giambattista Tiepolo 
    

   
Economy is composing with efficiency, removing 
unnecessary complexity. If you give the whole composition 
the same amount of detail, the eye will have trouble settling 
on a focal point. By removing some unnecessary complexity 
(motiveless detail), an artist can re-establish a visual 
hierarchy so that the viewer can rest their eye on important 
parts of the image.  
  
 Figure 7 Artist - Barnett Newman  

   

2.3 Personality traits  

The definition of a trait  
The word trait is used to refer to the disposition of an individual and their 
response tendencies of emotions, thought-processes and behavior. A personality 
trait is defined as a characteristic of an individual and has influence on a broad 
range of trait-relevant responses13.   
  
Such directly observable cues are called overt responses, and include motor acts, 
nonverbal cues and verbal behavior. Personality can also be picked up from non-
observable, covert, responses, but these are psychological responses that are not 
accessible to an outside observer. The individual must report on thoughts, 
feelings, needs and desires for these to be known. 

2.4 Cognition and social influence  
Labeling and saving  

Someone needs to have decided on a label of a trait for you to assign it to a 
behavior. This requires social influence. People need to, at some level, agree on the 
label of a certain type of behavior. Two sociological concepts bring up how the 
social environment can influence the way we pair a trait with a behavior. 14 The 
first concept, social constructivism, suggests that the group witnessing the 
behavior and response of an individual will assign a label to the action. The social-
cognitive concept suggests instead that the interaction and social stimuli gathered 

                                                        
13 Icek, Ajzen. 2005 Attitudes, Personality and Behavior. Open University Press.  
14 Matthews, Gerald., Deary, Ian J. and Whiteman, Martha C. 2003. Personality Traits. Cambridge 
University Press.  
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by an individual from a group interaction are used to create a cognitive structure 
from which the individual will base their actions.   
  

This could roughly be summarized as social constructivism using overt responses 
to label a trait, while the social-cognitive concept is based on covert responses.15  

2.4.1 Stereotypes  

What, why and how?  
When we perceive the world, we build cognitive schemas, categorize behaviors and 
impressions under labels. For example: we assign the label “dog” to a four-legged 
animal with a tail that barks and walks on all fours. From now on, when we meet 
a living creature, we can determine whether it’s a dog or not.  Without 
categorization of impressions and objects, everything would be novel to us. We 
put labels on things to distinguish between danger and safety. By combining 
characteristics and labeling it, we increase predictability of the world while 
diminishing the risk of not noticing a threat.16  
  

Stereotypes are a form of labeling. It’s the act of creating a composite schema, 
which when applied to a person or object helps us assess the provided information 
and let us know what type of behavior we can expect from it. Creators can utilize 
their audience’s prior knowledge of stereotypes and add their own personal twist 
to it by providing only little new information. It simply saves time.  
 
As the creator has an intent with their work; a message they wish for the viewer 
to pick up on, they want to streamline that message for the audience. It could be 
“buy this!” for a commercial, or “this scene is sad” in a film sequence. The time 
available to communicate the message is limited by the length of the shot or the 
attention span of the audience. This means that the creator wishes to spend their 
time wisely: describe their message and not its surrounding. They create a setting 
of recognizable stereotypes, already accepted and labeled by the audience, and 
place the spotlight on the new piece of information or opinion. 
  

Stereotypes are not universal. Cognitive schemas occur for everyone to not get an 
information overload, and impressions are categorized after frequency and 
relevance. Since these cognitive schemas are gathered from surroundings, every 
stereotype and its association will be different depending on location.  

  

                                                        
15 Icek, Ajzen. 2005 Attitudes, Personality and Behavior. Open University Press.  
16 R. Hinton, Perry. 2000. Stereotypes, Cognition and Culture. Psychology Press Ltd.  
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2.5 Design language  
Good versus evil  

Katherine Isbister, Human Computer Interaction and Games researcher at 
Stanford University, sums up in her publication17 the psychology-based options 
behind designing a character meant to represent a certain personality. Her 
character types boil down to two categories; the antagonist and the protagonist. 
There are established portraits of good character stereotypes and evil character 
stereotypes. The evil antagonist looks unhealthy, jagged and harmful to touch. The 
good protagonist reflects health, beauty and smooth sailing.  
  

2.5.1 Association  

Visual connections  

The fundamentals of art come down to comparing forces. We associate thickness 
as weights, directions as motion and equality as balance. The cues that we pick up 
on have been learned by observing the real world.  
 
When a visual impression diverges from our expectations, we start to question it. 
If the sky suddenly is green and the grass is red we make the audience question 
the reasons behind it.  We can enrich metaphors by using elements of design which 
do not represent reality. A sad scene uses cold emotional colors to empathize the 
tragedy of the situation, or a stylized animation businessman could be dressed in 
a strict, rectangular black coat to represent severity and invariability.  
  

The denominator is that you need to know the reference to make the correct 
association. Therefore, real-world visual impressions play a huge part in graphic 
expression, and people in different locations could make opposite associations. Most 
know that pointy sticks hurt, round stones are smooth to touch, and the ocean is cold. 
These are associations we can base design on to evoke the intended connotation.  

  

                                                        
17 Isbister, Katherine. 2006. Better Game characters by Design, a psychological approach. Morgan 
Kaufmann Publications  
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3 Method  
3.1 Critique of Method  

The method uses 2D illustrations as method of visualization, and is affected by 
artist style and skills.   
 
The social constructivism concept will be used as a foundation to evaluate traits. 
This is because overt responses, those that happen extrovertly on a person, are 
what the avatar is limited to portray. Covert responses, the ones that explains how 
someone reacts internally, are in this case not interesting if they do not produce 
an overt reaction. 
 

3.2 The silhouette  

Measuring visual impact  

The human silhouette is our primary component 
of the composition. Apart for the visual cues of 
the Gestalt theory, a body has a weight 
distribution over a central line of gravity. 18 
 
In animation, the root joint for a character is 
placed at the hips as a global control. 19  By 
joining the hips with the ribcage, the main 
component of the avatar can be defined as the 
torso. From the torso spans neck and limbs, 
eventually connecting to head, feet and arms. 
The torso, as the axis of manipulation, will act as 
a parent object on which we apply the principles, 
and the limbs to clarify direction and pose.  

 
The possible transformations were identified as rotation, translation and 
scaling: three typical two-dimensional transforms found in most 3D software20. 
To retain the character identity and “solid drawing”21, scaling has been removed 
as this excludes changing the visual identity of the avatar by e.g. adding mass to 
change proportions.  
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
18 A. Ackerman, G. Parrish. “Charles Bargue: Drawing Course“ 2011. ACR Edition 
19 Jos & Arc, T & Camargo, José & Eo, L & Magalh~ Aes, Pini & Raposo, Alberto. (1995). Local and 
Global Control in Computer Animation. 
20 Autodesk Maya, Autodesk 3ds Max, Pixologic Zbrush among ohers. 
21 The 12 Principles of Animation, Disney Animations  
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3.3 Case study: Spawn  
 “The main objective of this project is to develop a concept for a 

digital simulation that promotes students’ reading and 
understanding of fiction.”  

From “Purpose and goal” in the Spawn documentation.  

Spawn lets the student take on the role as a reporter to explore literary texts by 
entering a game environment. The aim is to raise the students’ comprehension of 
the text, and their level of ambition, by representing their progress with an avatar. 
As the student completes a mission they are rewarded with trait points which 
should visually change their avatar depending on the trait. The purpose is to 
motivate the student to reach maximum level in each trait.  
Development Goals  

Unlock the max level of each personality trait and mature into a complete person.    
Premises  

• Human silhouette  
• Reporter profession   
• Stylized/ abstraction of style  
• Each trait has three levels to unlock  
• Individualization of the avatar- clothes and hair  
• The trait score will not be able to decrease.  

3.3.1 Trait Description   

The original trait list was received in Swedish, together with a couple synonyms 
for each word. These synonyms determine the most accurate translation into 
English.22  
 
Wisdom “Having or showing experience, knowledge, and good judgement.”23  

Virtue “Having or showing high moral standards.” 

Resolution “Admirably purposeful, determined, and unwavering.” 

Humility “Having or showing a modest or low estimate of one's importance.” 

Vigor “Strong, healthy, and full of energy.”  

Strength “Able to perform a specified action well and powerfully”  

Devotion “Very loving or loyal” 
 
  

                                                        
22 See Appendices for full table  

23 Definition from https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/   

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
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3.3.2 Spawn game tests 

 
May 8, 2017. The first game session 
Occasion: Spawn game mechanic test sessions 

First test: May 8, 2017 
Location: Björkskataskolan, Luleå, Sweden 
Class: 8th grade  
 
The first concept had to include the full representation of the seven traits so that the 
students could compare their progress to the final development. With a focus on 
growth, a tree was used to prototype progress. 

Wisdom Resolution Devotion Virtue Vigor Strength Humility 
The roots 
spread like 
the 
neurological 
network of 
our brain 

The roots 
thicken to 
show 
steadfastness 
in opinion 

Primary 
branches 
grow out to 
stretch out 
in the 
world 

The trunk 
thickens to 
show a 
unified 
base 

Added 
foliage 

The 
primary 
branches 
thicken 

The foliage 
is less 
cluttered  
 
 

       

The student could unlock three levels of each trait. Below is an example of a starting 

avatar given to the students, 1.0, As they completed a mission, the avatar was 

updated to 1.1. 

  

Figure  9   A plant avatar with  level 1 in   Wisdom grows to l evel 2 wisdom  
represented by the   spread of its roots   
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May 15, 2017. The second game session 
Occasion: Spawn game mechanic test sessions 

Second test: May 15, 2017 
 
During the second test session, human avatars designed after student’s wishes 
replaced the trees. With designs focusing on the traits which had the highest levels 
from the last game test, wisdom and strength, the goal was to see if the cognition 
of trait related change on a human avatar was better or worse than on a non-
human avatar. For the second game test, all student’s avatars received an update 
of the trait devotion, after reading about the legend of Sappho. 

Students progressed to the next level of the trait Devotion 

 
The trees trait stats from the earlier test were transferred over to the human 
avatars, so that the students have different start off points. Level of rendering was 
designed to be associated with the personality traits. The purpose was, in relation 
to the Spawn game mechanics, to see if students would compare the state of finish 
on their avatar and be motivated to complete the game and unlock the completed 
ideal.  

Different levels of  rendering, from flat greys and missingdetail to fully shaded avatar 
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4 Result 
The final concept of the avatar combines pose, angle of view, direction and 
position. It neglects to show attributes categorized as items or facial expression.  

 
The three possible transformations influenced four principles of design. These were 
Dominance, Proportion, Movement and Balance. Out of these four, three could be 
associated with overt responses and tied to a behavior. Listed below are the 
principles in affect and which traits they were associated with out of the Spawn 
personality traits. 

Transformation Influence Principle Trait 
Rotation Pose, direction and 

depth 
Dominance, 

Proportion, Balance 

Virtue, 
Resolution, 
Strength 

Translation Avatar position Movement, Balance N/A 
Scale Depth Dominance, 

Proportion 
Strength 
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Traits which influence overt responses tied to principles of design in a human 
avatar: 
Strength 
Influenced the proportion of subject vs. background and body proportions by 
changing the perspective of the subject. Limbs are pointing up and out of the 
frame, creating movement which travels outside the composition. The upper 
right corner of the concept is the zero-strength state of the avatar. The broa-
legged pose makes the character dominate the image.  
 
Resolution 
With imbalance in pose, and wonky posture, resolution was portrayed with the 
body language of someone who tries to make themselves small and unconfident.  
 
Virtue 
A righteous person faces you straight on and looks you in the eye. By rotating the 
character you reveal it, level by level. Something facing you asserts dominance. As 
the avatar is of human form, we know it possesses eyes even as it’s facing away from 
the audience. We can therefor trace the line of sight of the avatar, which disappears 
into the depth of the composition.  
  

Strength Resolution Virtue 
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5 Discussion  
In this thesis, I’ve looked for ways to visualize personality traits by associating the 
behavior of the subject in a composition with the behavior of personality traits. 
The type of behavior has then been classified as a principle of organization. I chose 
to test the principles rather than elements due to the nature of the personality 
traits. The elements have a clearer connection to good vs. evil character design 
and would possibly limit avatar’s customization options, and the goal to visualize 
a well-rounded individual.  
 

 
Rough character shape concepts. The element of designs offers many variations and using only one, 

e.g. “forceful” to reflect Strength, would compromise incorporating other shape types in another 
trait.  

 
The parameter which I found most related to the principles of design was body 
language i.e. pose. It focuses not so much on the individual components but how 
they relate to each other. Once the decision had been made to use the principles 
of design, and it had been identified that pose was the parameter of strongest 
visual impact, I should have switched to 3D modeling to more efficiently test such 
transforms. 2D illustrations are limited by my own style and drawing skills, while 
a 3D mesh would’ve remained consistent throughout the test. 
 
Because the avatar has a pre-assembled set of components: torso, head and limbs, 

there’s a limit to how chaotic and unorganized we can make it. If the goal is to over-

exaggerate visual expression but still maintain a realistic human form, then adding 

visual data to the background (ground plane) could make the principle more obvious 

by using the full composition. This opens the possibility to create an environment 

which further describes the individuality of the avatar. 

 

The primary requirement for a personality trait to be linked visually with a 
principle of design is that it produces or provokes an overt response. Out of the 
personality traits of Spawn, the ones which match these criteria are strength, 
resolution and virtue. They are all, in one way or another, associated with 
determination and straight-forwardness, visualized by e.g. the principle 
dominance.  
  

The level of abstraction of the avatar can also have influenced how well the visual 
changes were picked up on. The more abstracted the character, the easier it is to 
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pick out which of the elements and principles that have been applied in the 
composition.   
 

The empirical data shows that some principle vs. behavior have more obvious 
associations than others, such as strength being represented with growth, but 
there is not just one correct way to represent each trait. The user could just as well 
accept that the trait strength is represented by adding more armor to the avatar. 
However, representing strength by shrinking the avatar could be disputed, as it 
goes against how we perceive strength in real life. The design choices benefit from 
being based off familiar stereotypes.  
 
I found it interesting how quickly the students accepted the visual trait 
development in the tree. When given a short explanation to the connotations 
made for each personality trait they picked up on how each trait could help fill out 
the “final state” silhouette. As a human does not grow like a tree, most of these 
associations could in this case not be carried over to the second version of the 
avatar. The root system which represented wisdom in the tree would require the 
avatar to be re-designed if it was to showcase anything like it. This could have 
been done but wasn’t during the period of this thesis. Further tests to explore how 
the background could be incorporated in the avatar progress is necessary to cover 
all the principles of design, as the human silhouette had its limits in that area.  
 
After this thesis, I believe that the methodology could have focused on testing the 
principles of design on a human silhouette from the start. If the avatar tests would 
have been conducted separately from the Spawn game mechanics tests, less time 
would have gone into making the avatars appeal to the audience.  

6 Conclusion  
A personality trait which produces an overt response, i.e. behavior, can be 
associated with the principles of design. If the viewer has a state of comparison, a 
zero-progress sketch, they can observe the behavior of the composition elements 
and associate it with a principle of design. A semi-realistic human silhouette 
supported the principles balance, movement, domination, and proportion. To 
include the remaining three principles the background and other character 
attributes should be explored, as well as the option of stylization.  
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8 Appendices  
Personality trait translations  

  The personality traits of Spawn  

Trait  Synonym  Antonym  Swedish  

Wisdom  Cunning, creativity  Ignorance   Klokhet  

Virtue  Integrity  Iniquity    Rättfärdighet  

Resolution  Tenacity, will power  Half-heartedness   Själsstyrka  

Humility  Modesty  Indiscipline   Måttfullhet  

Vigor  Energy  Apathy  Livslust  

Strength  Fortitude, courage  Cowardly  Styrka  

Devotion  Loving, doting   Indifference   Kärleksfull  

   

The human avatars of the second test, together with trait charts used in the 
Spawn game mechanic tests 
 

 
 

  


